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Are you tired of overpriced vegetables? Are you sick of washing off all those nasty pesticides from

undernourished vegetables grown in depleted soil? Whether you want to save money, eat healthier

vegetables, or know how to easily plant your own organic vegetable garden, this is the guide for

you. In this book I will show you just how easy it is to plan, plant, and grow your own organic

vegetable garden. How many more times are you willing to drive to get half-rotten undernourished

vegetables? This book focuses on the best strategies that have been mastered over the last several

hundred years to help you inexpensively yield a magnificent garden of nutrient-rich vegetables. It

will be easy and fun to grow your own garden. Do you purchase your vegetables from a grocery

store? Did you know that organic homegrown vegetables are healthier, taste better, and can

actually save you money? Gardening is also extremely relaxing. You will find yourself amazingly

free of mental tension and worry, as the sun and soil infuse you with peaceful energy. And the

rewards are great! In addition to improving your physical, mental, and emotional energy, you end up

with a ton of fresh vegetables to enjoy! In this easy to follow guide, you will find out how to start a

vegetable garden from scratch and fill it with your favorite vegetables that all are sure to enjoy! You

will also learn how to determine when a plant is ready to harvest as well as practical tips that will

enable you to produce all the vegetables that you need with enough left over to give away. I have

also included valuable information on ways that you can store and preserve your vegetables for

later consumption.
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I think this has been a profound book on Gardening. It has every it of info that someone wanting to

start on this endeavor must possess. And since it is true that the prices of vegetables are growing

by the day, not to mention the possibility of having chemicals on those we buy commercially, having

your garden will help big time. And this book has generously shared and explained every step of the

entire process, making it easier for readers to follow through. And among the topics that I appreciate

here the most are the ones on the "7 Amazingly Delicious Vegetarian Recipes" as well as the one

on "A Variety of Vegetable Gardening Tips, Tricks and Secrets for Producing the Ultimate Garden."

It has been a long read, but it is certainly worth it.

I quite enjoyed this book. At the moment, I am brand new to the idea of organic gardening, so this

was a really nice introduction to the subject. The book is written in a very friendly manner and has

all kinds of really good information. It allows time to get into the heart of gardens, from selection of

seed to testing soil to pests to harvesting and so much more. Refreshing and most welcome. It's a

good first guide if you haven't gardened but it's also a good reference guide if you have. If you don't

know a floating row cover from a cold frame, get this book. It is clearly written, easy to read, and

comprehensive. This is a great reference book for beginners as well as more experienced

gardeners.Great to recommend book for novice gardener.

Many people struggle to have an effective garden. McCloud shows that anyone can be a great

gardener. He explains all the correct strategies for planting your fruits & vegetables and keeping

your crops safe from animals. He also covers how you can properly harvest your crops and make

great recipes with them. This is a great ebook for anyone looking to become a great gardener.

If you are like most people in the world today, you are preferring your food to come organic which is

proving to be a healthier step in our eating habits. This book will teach you how to become an

organic farmer right in your back yard or even on your city balcony. Get the book and try it out

today!

Gardening by Ace McCloud is an awesome guide for creating and maintaining a garden. If you are

new to gardening then this is the book for you. While this book only focuses on building a vegetable

garden, it still contains information that all types of gardeners should know. There are step by step

planting and care instructions for almost every vegetable you can think of and there is a huge



chapter on organic pest control methods, which I think is the jewel chapter of this book. I never

knew there were so many chemical free and easy ways to treat your plants without having to worry

about toxic chemicals. This book also contains step by step instructions on how to build different

types of gardens depending on your living situation (huge property vs apartment, etc). A must read.

We just moved into a new house last year and have just started to learn gardening (now that we've

settled down finally). This book gives a great intro on this topic and gives me a better idea on how to

get started. If you are like me who is a newbie, you will find Chapter 5 (tools for gardening), Chapter

6 (how to choose different seeds), and Chapter 7 (how to take care of and feed the plants) most

helpful.This book also teaches nutritional value of different vegetables; with this info, you can better

decide what plants you can get started with. I am loving this idea (something I'd never thought of

before buying this book). Anyways, you are just getting started, this is definitely a good investment

for you.
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